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Abstract—Quorum sensing (QS) is a mechanism by which bac-
teria produce, release, and then detect and respond to biosignals
called autoinducers (AIs). There are multiple feedback loops in
the QS system of Vibrio harveyi. However, how these feedback
loops function to control signal processing remains unclear. In
this paper, we present a computational model for switch-like
regulation of signal transduction by small regulatory RNA-
mediated QS based on intertwined network involving AIs, LuxO,
LuxU, Qrr sRNAs, and LuxR. In agreement with experimental
observations, the model suggests that different feedbacks play
critical roles in the switch-like regulation. Our results reveal that
Vibrio harveyi uses multiple feedbacks to precisely control signal
transduction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cell-to-cell communication in bacteria is a process known
as quorum sensing (QS) by which bacteria produce, release,
and then detect and respond to biosignals. Often, bacteria
use multiple autoinducers and feedback loops to obtain infor-
mation and orchestrate collective behaviors. QS systems are
widespread in the bacterial world and can be used to control
such diverse functions as bioluminescence, virulence-factor
secretion, biofilm formations, conjugation, and antibiotic pro-
duction.

The wild-type bioluminescent marine bacterium Vibrio har-
veyi(V. harveyi) QS circuit consists of three parallel signaling
pathways with three different autoinducers: AI-1, CAI-1, and
AI-2. Their synthases are LuxM, CqsA, LuxS, and their trans-
membrane receptors are LuxN, CqsS, LuxPQ, respectively.
In the absence of autoinducers (i.e. at low cell density), the
receptors act predominantly as kinases and pass phosphate
(designated as -P to LuxU and thence to LuxO. Phosphorylated
LuxO activates transcription of genes encoding five small reg-
ulatory RNAs (sRNAs). These sRNAs inhibit the translation
of LuxR. In the presence of autoinducers (i.e. at high cell
density), the receptors switch to a predominantly phosphatase-
active state which reverses the direction of phosphoryl transfer
through the circuit, so that LuxO is dephosphorylated and
becomes inactive. Therefore, the genes encoding the five
sRNAs are not transcribed, luxR mRNA is translated, and
LuxR protein is made.

The report by Teng et al. brought new insights into possible
roles of sRNAs in modulating quorum-sensing, revealing that

the interplay between different types of RNAs and proteins can
exert precise control of QS [1]. However, the mechanism of
the sRNA-mediated regulation has not been well characterized.
The relationship between five sRNAs, Qrr1-5, and the QS
is partially experimentally known [1] and there has no well-
developed computational models on the sRNA-mediated QS,
making development of a computational model involving the
sRNA-mediated QS regulation important. Here we develop
a model by incorporating multiple sRNA-mediated feedback
loops into the QS regulation. To understand their post-
transcriptional roles in regulating the QS regulation, we carry
out a detailed study of the model and show that our results
are in consistence with the experimental observations on the
roles of the sRNAs in regulating QS regulation. Therefore, the
model captures the main features of the sRNA-mediated QS
regulation. Moreover, some interesting predictions are made.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. The sRNA-mediated quorum-sensing network

The bacterial QS systems have been extensively studied
for many years and some computational models have been
presented. The QS network in V. harveyi requires the activity
of several components: autoinducers AI-1, CAI-1, and AI-
2, their synthases LuxM, CqsA, and LuxS, and their trans-
membrane receptors LuxN, CqsS, and LuxPQ, and multiple
sRNA-mediated feedback loops, as shown in Figure 1. At the
molecular level, the bacterial QS is based on integration of
different autoinducers and multiple sRNA-mediated feedback
loops so as to permit fine-tuning of QS response.

B. Experimental observations

The experimental observations by Teng et al. brought new
insights into possible roles of sRNA-mediated feedback loops
in modulation of the QS response [1]. After a series of
experiments, they found that there are multiple feedback loops
in the V. harveyi QS system, i.e., LuxO autorepresses its own
transcription, the Qrr sRNAs repress luxO translation, LuxR
autorepresses its own transcription, LuxR activates expression
of the qrr2-4 genes, which in turn, repress luxR translation, and
the luxMN operon, encoding the AI-1 synthase and receptor, is
repressed by the Qrr sRNAs. It has been found that disruption
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Fig. 1. The V. harveyi quorum-sensing network. The network includes five
feedback loops to integrate the three AI signals to control the master quorum-
sensing regulator, LuxR.

of LuxO loop or sRNA loop or both can increase LuxO-P
levels. In addition, these feedback loops also affect the timing
of quorum-sensing target gene expression. There have been
extensive experimental studies of quorum-sensing response,
but the operating mechanisms and potential implications of the
multiple feedback loops are less clear and need to be further
investigated.

C. Incorporation of the sRNA-mediated regulation

These experimental findings indicate that sRNAs may play
crucial roles in modulating the quorum-sensing response. The
interactions between sRNAs and their regulated targets have
been modeled in several recent studies which shed light
on how target protein expression is controlled by sRNA-
mediated regulation [2]–[6]. Some computational models for
the quorum-sensing response in V. harveyi nbased on negative
feedback loops involving sRNAs and the master regulator
protein, LuxR [7] have been presented. These models capture
the main features of the quorum-sensing system, e.g., oscil-
lation dynamics. However, these models focus mainly on the
interaction of sRNAs and their downstream genes. Here we
develop a computational model by considering the interaction
of sRNAS and their upstream genes into SHEN’s model
[7] according to the experimental findings [8]. Incorporating
sRNAs into other models can be similarly discussed.

The receptors in the QS response can be modeled as two-
state systems [9], [10]. We consider a further simplification
which takes the receptors to be existing either in the kinase
mode, KN , or in the phosphatase mode, PN . In the kinase
mode, the receptors can autophosphorylate and then transfer
the phosphate through LuxU to LuxO, whereas in the phos-
phatase mode the phosphate flow is reversed. Experiments
indicate that at low cell density the receptors are primarily

in the kinase mode, whereas at high cell density, the receptors
are primarily in the phosphatase mode. Correspondingly, we
consider a simplified model wherein the free receptors corre-
spond to the kinase mode, whereas binding of autoinducers
result in a transition to the phosphatase mode.

For the case of autoinducers binding to their receptors, we
have the kinetic scheme

KN + nAI
ki⇀↽

k−i

PN (1)

from which the mean steady state concentrations of the recep-
tors in either the kinase or phosphatase mode can be obtained.
More generally, to account for cooperative effects in binding,
we take the kinase/phosphatase fractions to be

[KN ] = (1 − gi)[ST ] and [PN ] = gi[ST ], (2)

where

[KN ] + [PN ] = [ST ] = const, (3)

gi =
ai

(1 + ai)
, ai = [AI]n/κi, κi = k−i/ki. (4)

Typically in bacterial signal transduction, the receptors in
the kinase/phosphase modes serve as enzymes which trans-
fer the phosphate to/from a response regulator protein or
a phosphorelay protein [12]–[15]. In V. harveyi, this step
involves phosphotransfer to the phosphorelay protein LuxU
( U ). Phosphorylated LuxU ( UP ) can then transfer the
phosphate to the downstream regulator LuxO ( O ); similarly,
unphosphorylated LuxU serves as a receiver for removing
the phosphate group from phosphorylated LuxO ( OP ). We
represent these processes by the following reactions:

KN + U
k′

n−→ UP , (5)

PN + UP
p′

n−→ U, (6)

UP + O
k+−−→ OP + U, (7)

OP + U
k−−−→ UP + O. (8)

In the above reactions, AI represents autoinducer, U represents
LuxU, UP represents phosphorylated LuxU, O represents
LuxO and OP represents phosphorylated LuxO, ki, k′

n, p′
n,

k+ represent the reaction rate and k−i, k− represent the
dissociation constant.

By using the Mass Action Law and Michaelis-Menten
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Kinetics, we can obtain the mathematical model as follows

dMO

dt
= vso − vdmo

MO

Kdmo + MO
, (9)

dO

dt
= ksoMO − k+UP

O

K1 + O
+ k−U

OP

K2 + OP

− vdo
O

Kdo + O
, (10)

dOP

dt
= −k−U

OP

K2 + OP
+ k+UP

O

K1 + O

− vdop
OP

Kdop + OP
, (11)

dUP

dt
= k′

nKN
U

K3 + U
− p′

nPN
UP

K4 + UP

− k+UP
O

K1 + O
+ k−U

OP

K2 + OP

− vdup
UP

Kdup + UP
. (12)

where MO denotes luxO mRNA, vso denotes the production
rate of luxO mRNA, kso denotes the production rate of
LuxO protein, vdmo, vdo, vdop, vdup denote the degration
rates. The degradation rates of all the components and the
phosphorylation–dephosphorylation processes are assumed to
obey the Michaelis–Menten (MM) kinetics. The translation
from luxO mRNA to the LuxO protein in the cytoplasm is
assumed to be linear. The conservation law for LuxU protein
is

U + UP = UT = const. (13)

To understand the post-transcriptional roles of sRNAs in
regulating the V. harveyi quorum-sensing response, we now
incorporate the sRNA-mediated regulation into the SHEN’s
model according to the regulation mechanisms revealed by
experimental observations. The experiments suggested that the
V. harveyi Qrr sRNAs repress luxO translation and that LuxO
represses its own transcription independent of its phosphoryla-
tion state [8]. Based on these regulation mechanisms, when the
Michaelis-Menten kinetics is assumed for the transcriptional
rates, the new equation about luxO mRNA can be written as

dMO

dt
= vso

Km
O

Km
O + K7Om + αMn

Q

− vdmo
MO

Kdmo + MO

(14)

where K7 and α denote the efficiency of LuxO and sRNA inhi-
bition of protein expression, respectively. This equation means
that the production of luxO mRNA is negatively regulated by
both LuxO and Qrr sRNAs. In addition, the kinetic equations

for the sRNA and LuxR are

dMQ

dt
= vsq + vo

OP

K5 + OP
+ vr

R

K6 + R

− vdmq
MQ

Kdmq + MQ
− γMQMR, (15)

dMR

dt
= vsr

Km
R

Km
R + K8Rm

− vdmr
MR

Kdmr + MR
− γMQMR, (16)

dR

dt
= ksrMR − vdr

R

Kdr + R
. (17)

where MQ, MR, R denote qrr mRNA, luxR mRNA and
LuxR protein respectively, vsq , vsr, ksr denote the basal rates
of transcription in the absence of transcription. vo and vr

are the production rate of Qrr sRNAs under the function of
LuxO-P and LuxR respectively. vdmq , vdmr, vdr represent
the degradation rate. The degradation rate of Qrr sRNA and
the LuxO activation of Qrr sRNA are assumed to obey the
Michaelis–Menten (MM) kinetics. The sRNAs base pair with
the target luxR mRNA at a rate γ.

III. RESULTS

In this section we first list the character caused by the
phosphorylation/dephosphorylation process, then we report the
comparison between the results of experimental luminescence
curves presented in Tu’s paper and those provided by our
system in order to verify that our model is able to replicate
the system qualitative behavior. The model is subsequently
applied to study the dynamics of the QS system in V. harveyi.

A. Phosphorylation/dephosphorylation induced switch-like
regulation

The phosphorylation/dephosphorylation process can induce
switch-like regulation, as shown in Fig. 2. At negligible
concentration of AIs, i.e., at low cell density (LCD), the
sensors act as kinases that transfer phosphate through LuxU
to LuxO. LuxO-P activates the expression of genes encoding
five highly conserved small regulatory RNAs (sRNAs) called
Qrr1-5. The Qrrs pair with the 5’ UTR of the luxR mRNA and
destabilize it, a process that requires the RNA chaperone Hfq.
LuxR is the master transcriptional regulator of QS genes in V.
harveyi. Thus, at LCD, when little LuxR is present, there is no
QS and V. harveyi cells act as individuals. At high cell density
(HCD), AIs accumulate and bind to their cognate sensors.
This event causes the sensors to act as phosphatases, leading
to dephosphorylation of LuxO. Unphosphorylated LuxO is
inactive. Transcription of the sRNA-encoding genes is termi-
nated, causing luxR mRNA to accumulate. Newly produced
LuxR protein activates and represses numerous genes. Thus,
at HCD, QS is initiated and V. harveyi cells act as a group.
Solving these equations graphically (Fig. 2), we can easily
find that higher n values correspond to sharper switching from
kinase to phosphatase mode which mimics cooperative effects
in binding. Take the parameter values as follows (see Table1).
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Fig. 2. Dose-response curves for AI.

TABLE I
THE VALUE OF THE PARAMETERS

Parameter Basal value Parameter Basal value

St(nM) 1.0 Ut(nM) 1.0

ki(h
−1) 0.6 k−i(h

−1) 1.0

k′
n(h−1) 1.0 p′

n(h−1) 0.1

k+(h−1) 3.2 k−(h−1) 1.58

K1(nM) 2 K2(nM) 2

K3(nM) 2 K4(nM) 2

K5(nM) 1 K6(nM) 1

K7(nM) 1 K8(nM) 1

γ(nM−1 · h−1) 0.2 α(nM) 0.9

vso(nM · h−1) 0.2 vdmo(nM · h−1) 0.65

vdo(nM · h−1) 0.65 kso(h−1) 0.18

vdop(nM · h−1) 0.12 vdup(nM · h−1) 0.12

Kdmo(nM) 2 Kdo(nM) 2

Kdop(nM) 2 Kdop(nM) 2

KO(nM) 1 KR(nM) 2

vsq(nM · h−1) 0.01 vdmq(nM · h−1) 0.65

vo(nM · h−1) 0.1 vr(nM · h−1) 0.1

vsr(nM · h−1) 0.1 vdmr(nM · h−1) 0.32

ksr(h−1) 0.38 vdr(nM · h−1) 0.2

Kdmq(nM) 1 Kdmr(nM) 2

Kdr(nM) 0.2

B. The feedback loops make V. harveyi more sensitive to AIs

Experiments in Tu’s paper show that the feedback loops
involving LuxO affect the timing of QS target gene expression.
To test and verify our model, we run our model by using
the suitable parameter set that is based on experimental data
or extracted from scientific literature and compare with the
results of experimental luminescence curves presented in Tu’s
paper. Since we are interested in the effect of feedback loops
on AIs, we obtain dose-response of LuxR curves in four cases:
K7 = 0, α = 0; K7 = 0, α = 0.9; K7 = 1, α = 0;
K7 = 1, α = 0.9 to simulate wild-type, LuxO Loop-, sRNA
Loop-, and Double Loop- strains. Similarly the EC80 values
(the concentration of AIs at the point of eighty percent of the
maximal LuxR) for the wild-type, LuxO Loop-, sRNA Loop-
, and Double Loop- strains are , 0.90, 1.06, 1.23, 1.44 nM,
respectively (Figure 3). Thus, in the absence of either the LuxO
or sRNA feedback loop, V. harveyi becomes less sensitive to
AIs, whereas in the absence of both feedback loops, V. harveyi
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Fig. 3. Dose-response curves of luxR for AI in four cases.
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Fig. 4. Qrr sRNA level during the HCD-to-LCD Transition.

becomes the least sensitive to AIs. Hence we can conclude that
the feedback loops make V. harveyi more sensitive to AIs,
which is in consistent with the experimental findings in Tu’s
paper.

C. The feedback loops have little affect on the kinetics of the
HCD-to-LCD transition

In the foregoing subsection we show that our model is able
to replicate some qualitative behavior when compared with the
results presented in Tu’s paper, here we verify the model again
to assure its applicability in other aspects.

Previous experimental studies have demonstrated that the
feedback loops involving LuxO do not affect the kinetics of the
HCD-to-LCD transition [8]. So we run our model to observe
the change of qrr mRNA concentration and obtain the kinetics
of the HCD-to-LCD transition. We use the equilibrium point at
saturate AI concentration as the initial points, and subsequently
simulate the variation of cellular sRNA levels over time when
there are no AIs (Figure 4). We find that qrr levels increasing
to maximal values within short time in all four V. harveyi cases.
There do not appear to be significant differences in the rates at
which Qrr sRNAs increase or the maximun values reached in
the feedback loop mutants, suggesting that the feedback loops
have little affect on the kinetics of the HCD-to-LCD transition,
which also have qualitative behavior when compared with the
results presented in Tu’s paper.

IV. DISCUSSION

Bacteria often use a cell-to-cell communication process
called quorum sensing (QS) to regulate biological behaviors in
response to changes in the cell-population density and species-
composition of the surrounding microbial community. The V.
harveyi QS circuit induces switch-like regulation by small
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non-coding RNAs (sRNAs) and uses multiple feedbacks to
precisely control signal transduction.

In this paper, we present a computational model for the V.
harveyi QS system with incorporation of two feedback loops
involving LuxO into a previous studied model. According
to the analogous effect of luxO mRNA affected by LuxO
Loop- and sRNA Loop-, we set the repression coefficient to
be comparable. In agreement with experimental observations,
the model indicates that LuxO represses its own transcription,
whereas the feedback loops involving LuxO make V. harveyi
more sensitive to AIs and have little affect on the kinetics
of the HCD-to-LCD transition. The potential mechanism by
which sRNAs exert their effects on affecting the timing of QS
target gene expression is that sRNAs repress luxO translation
so as to shorten the time to reach a quorum. We also find
that the model can give rise to switch-like behavior by small
RNAs and the more AIs, the sharper switching happens.
There are so many experiments studied about the V. harveyi
QS system, nevertheless lacking well-developed computational
models on the sRNA- mediated quorum-sensing, this makes
development of a computational model involving the sRNA-
mediated quorum-sensing regulation very important. So we
develop a model by incorporating multiple sRNA-mediated
feedback loops into the quorum-sensing regulation.

There are several factors with regard to the V. harveyi QS
system which are not taken into account in our model. Firstly,
experiments show that LuxR directly binds to the promoters of
qrr2, qrr3 and qrr4 but not to those of qrr1 or qrr5 [17], yet
we establish the model by assuming that LuxR, activates Qrr1-
5 and use Qrrs to replace them. Secondly, we integrate CAI-1,
HAI-1 and AI-2 to one form AIs. Thirdly, we ignore the effort
of Hfq and σ54 in the network. In the end, we leave out of
the consideration of stochastic noises on some mRNAs. The
complexity and nonlinearity of biological networks may make
our model not quite comprehensive, and have some disunity
with experimental results. But our work still capture the main
characteristics of the V. harveyi QS system. So we believe
that our work is instructive and meaningful to the study of V.
harveyi QS system and some other relative systems.
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